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Quick Preview



Effect of facial hair in face recognition
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Facial hair attributes in existing datasets:
● 5 o’clock shadow
● Mustache
● Sideburns
● No Beard
● Goatee
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Goal

Richer information on facial hair - area, length, connectedness

Annotation options
Beard area: clean shaven, chin area, side to side, info_not_vis

Beard length: 5 o’clock shadow, short, medium, long, info_not_vis

Mustache: none, isolated, connected to beard, info not vis

Sideburns: none, sideburns present, connected to beard, info not vis

Bald: false, top only, sides only, top and sides, info not vis

FH37K (37,000+ images with facial hair annotations)
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Contribution: Dataset with more descriptive facial hair annotations.



Classification performance
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Performance of the models trained with FH37K dataset
● Traditional methods do not consider the logical relationships of attributes
● Methods that handle the data imbalance might give a high accuracy illusion on positive side
● Proposed LCPloss and label compensation strategy has the best performance.

Contribution: Approach to handle logical consistency across annotations.



Effect of beard area in face recognition
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Image pairs with same 
beard area increases 
similarity value on 
genuine side and 
impostor side

Same beard area has 
different effect in face 
recognition accuracy 
across different 
demographics.

Contribution:  Facial hair effects on recognition accuracy across demographics.



FH37K dataset



Facial hair description
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Bald=True

No Beard=False

Mustache=True

Sideburns=False

5 o’clock shadow=False

Goatee=False

Area?

More descriptive attributes are needed!



Limitations of existing datasets
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Poor facial hair 
descriptions

Lack of connectedness 
description

Lack of evaluation on 
ground truth labels



000020.jpg

Goal

Richer information on facial hair - area, length, connectedness

Annotation options
Beard area: clean shaven, chin area, side to side, info_not_vis

Beard length: 5 o’clock shadow, short, medium, long, info_not_vis

Mustache: none, isolated, connected to beard, info not vis

Sideburns: none, sideburns present, connected to beard, info not vis

Bald: false, top only, sides only, top and sides, info not vis

Data

The images we used are the subset of the CelebA, which are originally marked as No Beard = False. Also, the subset of the 
WebFace260M dataset (picking images for minority classes).

FH37K

Documentation is available at: Definition of Facial Hair Annotations 10

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1My0catzzRc5wzxIo2-ozDaDuZrv3Z_wG/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111171581363705887270&rtpof=true&sd=true


5 o’clock shadow=FalseLong=True

Sideburns=FalseSideburns: None

Mustache=TrueMustache: Connected to 
beard=True

Bald=TrueBald: Top only=True

Facial hair description
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No Beard=False Goatee=False

Area?

We have more powerful descriptions!

Beard Area: Side to side=True
Area✅

We need to enrich the attributes!



Logical consistency of predictions



Categories of logical relationships

● Mutually exclusive: The relationship among positive predictions must be logical, otherwise 
the predictions are impossible.

● Dependency: If attribute A is true, the attribute B must be true, otherwise the predictions 
are impossible.

● Collectively exhaustive: One of a group of attributes must be true, otherwise the 
predictions are incomplete.
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Failed prediction detection
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Logical consistency on predictions
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After considering logical consistency on predictions, the accuracy drops significantly! 
(43.26% decrease on average)

Backbone: ResNet50

Loss functions:
Baseline: BCE
Handling imbalance data: BF, BCE-MOON

*: transfer learning

Every logically inconsistent prediction is 
considered as incorrect



Real-world evaluation
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On average, 52.32% of the predictions are failed

Test set (600K images):
The images in the first 30,000 ID folders of WebFace260M



The proposed methods



LCPLoss - handles impossible cases
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Mutually exclusive:

Dependency:

Step1: Group attributes Step2: Conditional Probability on predictions

    and           are binary predictions 
after thresholding.

Step3: Optimization

Force         to 0,       to 1

Step4: Combine with BCE



0 0 0 0

Label compensation - handle incomplete cases
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Pick the maximum confidence value as the 
positive prediction in a group of attributes

0.3 0.1 -0.7 -1.2

Beard area: CS, CA, S2S, Info not Vis

Threshold: 0.5

incomplete

1 0 0 0

Argmax



Accuracy
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Conclusions:
1. Label compensation can improve 

the accuracy
2. Labeling images in the logically 

consistent way can guide the 
model learning the logically 
consistent pattern on-the-fly

3. The classification method that can 
handle the imbalance data can 
give a high-accuracy illusion

4. The proposed method has the 
outstanding performance



Logical consistency in real-world evaluation
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Conclusions:
1. The Label compensation method 

can eliminate the incomplete 
cases

2. Labeling images in the logically 
consistent way can guide the 
model learning the logically 
consistent pattern on-the-fly

3. The proposed method has the 
lowest fail rate



Effect of beard area on face 
recognition accuracy



Chin area focused
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Image pairs with same 
beard area increases 
similarity value on both 
genuine side and 
impostor side

Dataset: BA-test
Face matcher: MagFace



Same beard area focused
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MagFace

Impostor side:
WM: (S2S,S2S) > (CA,CA) > (CS,CS)
AM: (CA,CA) > (S2S,S2S) > (CS,CS)
BM: (S2S,S2S) > (CA,CA) > (CS,CS)
IM: (S2S, S2S) > (CS,CS) > (CA,CA)

Genuine side:
WM: No obvious difference
AM: (S2S,S2S) > (CA,CA) > (CS,CS)
BM: (CS,CS) > (CA,CA) > (S2S,S2S)
IM: (CS,CS) == (CA,CA) > (S2S,S2S)

Similarity value high to low Similarity value high to low
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